Pronouns: Object Pronouns

Rule
Use the pronouns **me, us, you, him, her, it, and them** after a verb.

Example
Vitamins keep **you** healthy.
Everybody needs **them**.

Write the pronoun that belongs in each sentence.

1. Shawn gave _____ some carrots. (I, me)
2. I like to put _____ in salads. (them, they)
3. I told _____ the carrots have vitamin A. (him, he)
4. Vitamin A helps _____ see better. (we, us)
5. Brianna uses _____ carrots to make juice. (she, her)
6. She drinks _____ with her lunch. (it, its)
7. Did Brianna pour _____ some juice? (your, you)
8. Yellow vegetables also have vitamin A in _____ (them, they)
9. Shawn helped _____ cook this squash. (me, I)
10. You can join _____ for dinner. (us, we)

Count 1 point for each correct answer.

____________ My Score

10 Top Score

Extension
Replace the underlined words with a pronoun.
Rewrite this sentence:
*The body stores vitamins A, D, E, and K.*